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About This Game
��THE GATES OF HELL�� have opened, the Infinite Skeleton Hell Army from Hell has began the
Ultimate Invasion

World

leaders come together to combat the Skeleton Menace

, you stand alone... The Last anime of a time long passed .... Use your
ULTIMATE PUNCH and send the Evil Giant Skeletone Head and his army back skeleton hell

����������
B.E.N.B.O QUEST ���������� ����������
is the hot new indie retro anime pixel platformer that all the cool kids are talking
about. Smash your way through a handful of levels and defeat all of the bad dudes, look trust me when i tell you this,

Hot Features:
Hot Features
Engaging world full of Cool Skeleton Enemies.
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A narrative-driven, single-player action platformer, with a charming cast of diverse characters and a touching story of
self-discovery.
Find the hidden guys??
Fight the Super Skeleton(s) with your ULTIMATE ATTACKS.

"Dazzling pixel art just like your favorite super nontonder gamers tat you played when
you were 24" ~ Vine2D
"Dude put me in the steam page" ~ BaconPal
"あなたがこれを読んでいるなら、ゲイがいる" ~ Sakurai
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Title: SUPER BENBO QUEST: TURBO DELUXE
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Thumbtack
Publisher:
Thumbtack
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP or later
Processor: 2GHz
Memory: 256 MB RAM
Graphics: Any
Storage: 50 MB available space
Sound Card: Any
Additional Notes: no

English
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On a scale of 1-10, I give it a Benbo. dumb game. not worth 7 dollars. 2/5 stars. would buy again.. Great humor but the game
itself starts to get in the way once you're a few levels in.
The button mashing fighting style is fun for mowing through simple enemies but once you get to multi-phase bosses that take
dozens of hits each, your hands kinda start to hurt. The slippery controls are serviceable when you're in Green Greens but once
every level is filled with instant death spikes and lava pits, it gets a little frustrating.
Adding options to hold the button to punch and turn the double tap run off (it doesn't work reliably anyway compared to the
button), would go a long way towards making the game more playable. There's also some occasional bugs and framerate issues
but they're not gamebreaking.
Could really do with a difficulty setting or at least some control refinements. Can't recommend save for the most patient of
players.. SUPER BENBO QUEST: TURBO DELUXE is a game that shakes all your expectations. Incredibly self aware, and
proud of what it is, it aims to fill every second with a new thrill - it will try its hardest to make you chuckle (and, if you were to
be of this game's target audience, succeed very often).
Under the meme facade, hides a game that can be unforgivingly difficult, although this applies mostly to the final level. I
believe that some platforming sections border on spite and, although there is nothing wrong with that by itself, a few extra
checkpoints would have aleviated my extreme suffering.
However, every feeling of rage I had dissipated in the ending, which gave me such catharsis and fulfillment that I felt humble
tears forming - which I managed to hold back.
kek 420/500. I leik the pard ware skletin go bang. game not for undercooked egg childer go away if you will think you will scaer
off ease.. quot;hhahaha funny meme game" you may think. You are wrong. This game goes beyond mortal concepts like:
-humor
-pain
-love
-entertainment
This game only entertains two things.
1. A complex story with multifaceted characters and a compelling message.
2. skelt. this game needs more skeletons and more anime tiddies 10/10 would spend money again
. Somehow I never wrote a review for this.
This game is one of those funny meme games that's actually super rad to play. It's not not that long, but it doesn't need to be that
long. If you like short games that are funny, buy it.. It's alright. I've been following this game for like 4 weeks and its maybe a
little less good than I expected, but its not bad.
+I like the humor (id take this point with a grain of salt though, if you didnt like the jokes in the trailer, then this might not be
something youd like)
+It controls pretty well, feels like cave story
+Compared to other indie steam platformers, the visuals and music are pretty damn good.
-I cant tell if things are glitching on accident or on purpose. the first level boss got stuck under the floor halfway through the
fight, but i could still hit it and it could still hit me, so I have no clue. geometry seems weirdly sparse at points and sometimes
enemies and background elements float. in any other game this would be a big negative but it kinda jives with the feel of the
game so it isnt quite as bad.
-Good god it has serious slowdown problems, if the dev reads any of this, please read this one criticism. my game slows down to
about 5 frames a second during the first bosses second phase just due to how many particle effects there were. even if the
slowdown is intentional, it sucks.
All in all its pretty fun, but I'd wait a day or two to see if the dev patches the slowdown problem.. This is art, buy it and play it
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until you bleed
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It is the way that previous generations encourage and congratulate youth for their efforts
but it's gotten to the point now where it's just easier to make fun of and capitalize on their
lack of experience
For those who feel that Greenlight was Valve sh***ing the bed, Benbo is there to avenge.. If you've ever used Game Maker,
you'll be hit with a flashback of the innocent times so hard you'll be slammed to the floor, crying nostalgic tears as a mess of
fresh warm bone particles your CPU lovingly baked for you.. It is the way that previous generations encourage and congratulate
youth for their efforts
but it's gotten to the point now where it's just easier to make fun of and capitalize on their
lack of experience
For those who feel that Greenlight was Valve sh***ing the bed, Benbo is there to avenge.. I will actual eat my knees on bosses I
am badd :(
Thumback plz yuo done a game I paid real money allow more contente it is real good. A skeleton man showed me a power point
presentation and i felt emotions for the first time in my life. In Benbo Quest, you play AS Benbo Quest.
Features include:
-loud noise
-crunchy
-I HATE mega man what a piece of rat garbage
-particle effect(s). heh heh skeleton game
(if i wanna actually be serious its a pretty good/challenging platformer with plenty of bosses)
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